CD Operation

Performance

Care

Pre-rinsing
Pre-scraping of dishes is required by Food Hygiene Regulations.
The best method is to pre-rinse with warm water with a Pre-rinse
Spray Unit - or alternatively by scraping or dunking in water.

Cleaning

Cutlery should be pre-soaked in warm water, preferably containing
cutlery pre-soak compound - refer your chemical supplier.

Racking
Do not overload racks or cutlery containers - minimise the overlap
of cutlery and crockery. Wash cutlery unsorted handles down

Remove upstand 1 to drain each tank
Flush tank clean if necessary.
Remove scrap trays 2 and wash pump inlet filter 3
Rinse filters clean and brush if necessary to clean mesh.
Lift and withdraw lower wash arm 4
Withdraw upper arm 5 after raising catch 6
Remove rinse arms 7 & 8 after lifting catch 9
Check all wash and rinse jets and flush clean.
End caps 10 may be removed if necessary to flush arms clear.
Weekly - remove curtains from hooks, place each one in a dishrack and wash
through the machine. Replace curtains short side toward inlet and short curtain
before rinse zone – as per labels on machine front.

Start up
Fit drain upstands, wash pump filters and scrap trays.
Shut doors and turn wall and machine power switches on.
Power light glows red and machine fills automatically.
Ready light glows amber when machine is full and at temperature.

Speed
For multi-speed machines use the slowest cycle whenever
possible. Switch to the faster cycle only when necessary.

Operation

Chemicals
Use of correct type and quantity of detergent and rinse fluid is
essential to the performance of the machine. Use good quality
chemical and dispensers and regularly check containers.

Press Start button to operate machine - Green Cycle light glows
When Ready light is on racks can be fed into the machine.
With autostart option pumps and conveyor will start automatically
and then stop operating after several minutes if racks are not fed
into the machine

Shut down every night

Drying
Do not pull racks from the exit of the machine – leave them on the
exit roller table for several minutes to allow wash ware to dry
before putting it away.

Press Stop button.
Turn machine and wall power switches off.
Remove scrap trays and rinse clean.
Remove drain upstands to drain tanks.
Remove wash pump inlet filters and rinse clean.
Replace drain upstands, filters and scrap trays.
Refer cleaning instructions in Care section

Daily Cleaning
The machine MUST be drained and cleaned at the end of every
day and left empty overnight. Drain the machine then remove,
clean and replace scrap trays and filters. Regularly check the
wash and rinse jets and clean them daily or as necessary.

Maintenance
Regular servicing of the dishwasher is essential for high performance, efficient
operation and long machine life. Contact us for information on maintenance
contracts.
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